
Tein Super Street Coil over Struts (AUS Version) 

 
Where From: Fulcrum Suspension, Unique Autosports. 
Price:$1600 to $2000  
Product Description: Moderate Suspension Strut Upgrade ideal for the serious 
street car.  
Product Review By: 90TTZ 
 
This complete bolt on upgrade is made in Japan to Australian specifications. They 
feature fully height and dampener/rebound adjustable settings. The box comes 
packed with 4 coil over struts, a manual in Japanese, two unique spanners for 
adjusting spring height, a nifty looking allen key for adjusting dampener force 
and a little pressure pack to spray on the adjustment threads to inhibit rust. Oh 
yeah, a sheet of cool stickers too. 
 
Fitting is fairly simple with coil overs on the Z32, a simple removal of 2 nuts and 
a big bolt at the base as well as the bracket holding the hydraulic line then a 
reversal of the process has your new coil overs in situ ready to go. 
 
Height adjustment is straight forward using the two supplied spanners and 
releasing the lock nut then increasing or decreasing the spring tension. Not sure 
exactly how low these can lower ride height but I do know it is well below legal 
limit (100mm). 
 
Dampener adjustment has 12 settings and when fully backed off gives a ride very 
similar to stock, very comfortable IMO. Wind it right up and you have very 
responsive and agile performance. 
 
One problem with these, well it's more of a problem with the car itself is the rear 
dampener adjustments can only be done when the rear interior panels are 
removed to get access. I have since discovered that an option is available for a 
short extension tube so access protrudes past the rear strut covers, of course a 
small hole needs to be drilled in the cover for the tubes to poke through. Another 
thing to be aware of is this package can also be purchased directly from Japan 
through businesses like Greenline and Perfectrun. Beware the Japanese spec have 
different valving and when used on a lot of Australian roads will give quite a 
harsh ride. 
 
Overall these struts are excellent 
value for money for those 
looking for an increase in 
handling performance and 
versatility to adjust ride height. 
They have been in use for about 
18 months now and no sign of 
failure or abnormality. 
 
 

http://www.aus300zx.com/forum/member.php?u=3421

